Cock and Ball Torture – A fate worse than death!!!
Please note: bring a 30” piece of lightweight rope (clothesline) to class)
List all the names you can think of for cock and balls. Is it any wonder that we
are so preoccupied with CBT. Look at all the names we have for these bodily
parts!
Emasculation – The fate worse than death for a man. Castration is the ultimate
punishment. But knowing that fact and playing with your family jewels can be
fun!
We can’t castrate our partners so let’s discuss what we can do to at least put the
little babies in bondage. Bondage can be done with rope, chain, elastic
bandages, saran wrap, duct tape or any one of the commercially available cock
cages. Confinement is the primary objective of genital bondage. We will discuss
and practice several examples
Attachment is another reason for genital bondage. This could be to a cock leash
attached to the slave’s Master. Use extreme caution when attaching the cock
and balls to anything that won’t give. In the case of a fall, serious damage could
occur.
Torment, in and of itself is the third possible objective of genital bondage. This is
were the bondage itself is pain producing. The very best device to use for this
form of SM is your hands. Always give the balls a half twist when you grab hold
to secure the balls in place. You can tie the balls away from the cock, tie the
cock and balls away from the body and tie the balls so that they are separated
from each other.
The other variation is to push the balls together in a crushing motion. The balls
may be mummified with saran wrap, duct tape or an elastic bandage. Imagine a
cowboy tied in the hot sun with wet rawhide straps tied tightly around his balls. It
is important to know that most men will pass out before you can do serious
damage to their private parts.
Surface sensations – Torturing the skin covering the genitals is quite different
from torturing the organs themselves. Light whipping, clothespins, various
clamps, ice, Ben gay, tiger balm, hot sauce and temporary piercings are some
examples of sensation torture. Be very aware that most heat producing
ingredients cannot be easily removed and that the pain is very intense. Because
they are oil based they will not wash off with water. Consider toothpaste as a
water soluble alternative. If you are using candles, keep them well away from the
intended target until you can get a read on the bottom’s pain tolerance.
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Cock torture – The cock shaft can take a great deal of punishment when it is
flaccid. However, the rigid cock is a rather delicate member. Think of a balloon
that is easily pliable when un-inflated but can burst when full. Tie the balls out of
the way leaving the cock more vulnerable. When a cock is engorged with blood,
you will have to restrict you play to the top and side of the shaft. The urethra is
located on the bottom of the shaft and is not well protected. The cock head is
much tougher and can take more punishment, but remember it is also a smaller
target.
The following is an alphabetical listing of cock and ball toysAlligator clips, ball stretchers, butterfly boards, catheters, clothespins, cock rings,
elastic bandages, electrical toys, hands, ointments, parachutes, rope, scrotal
inflation, sheaths, steel ball weights, suturing, thongs, twitch, urethral sounds,
vampire gloves, wartenburg wheels.
What if you used – basting brushes, c-clamps, egg cutters, fishing weights, gym
weights, meat presses, pulleys, block and tackle.

